We evaluate transport characteristics of two-and three-dimensional chemical transport models of the stratosphere by comparing their simulations of the mean age of stratospheric air and the propagation of annually periodic oscillations in tracer mixing ratio at the tropical tropopause into the stratosphere to inferences from in situ and satellite observations of CO2, SFe, and water vapor. The models, participants in the recent NASA "Models and Measurements II" study, display a wide range of performance. Most models propagate annual oscillations too rapidly in the vertical and overattenuate the signal. Most models also significantly underestimate mean age throughout the stratosphere, and most have at least one of several unrealistic features in their mean age contour shapes. In the lower stratosphere, model-to-model variation in N20, NO•, and CI• is well correlated with variation in mean age, and the magnitude of N O• and Cly variation is large. We conclude that model transport inaccuracies significantly affect simulations of important long-lived chemical species in the lower stratosphere.
Introduction
The environmental impact of anthropogenic pollutants on the stratosphere is determined by a complex interaction among chemistry, radiation, and transport. In order to predict future chemical and climate changes due to such pollutants, models must include these processes. However, in order to assess the realism of models, and therefore to know what weight to give model predictions, it is preferable to evaluate components of models separately, so that the causes of any unrealistic features may be better isolated. In this paper, we evaluate transport in a range of stratospheric models by performing simulations of chemically inert tracers and comparing the results to previously published and new MM2 defined six transport experiments: (1) the age spectrum, (2) idealized tracers with annually periodic surface boundary conditions (sine and cosine), (3) SF6, (4) CO2, (.5) inert tracers of proposed stratospheric high speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft emissions, and (6) inert tracers of HSCT emissions north of 40øN. See Table i for details of the experiments discussed here. These six different simulations do not provide mutually independent information. For example, as we will show, much information of interest from the periodic boundary condition, SFs, and CO2 experiments is contained in the age spectrum. Thus, in this paper, we focus mainly on simulations of the age spectrum. The simulations of HSCT emission tracers and their relationship to other tracers will be presented elsewhere. See Park et al. [1999] for more details.
In section 2 we briefly introduce participating models, while in section 3 we present model simulations of the age spectrum and illustrate how observable tracers [Rind et al., 1998 ], (d) NCAR MACCM2 GCM [Boville, 1995] , (e) University of Illinois GCM, (f) University d'Aquilla GCM. *NCAR MACCM2 with additional gravity wave sources.
ified over some "forcing region" R in the troposphere (see Table 1 ). The delta function in time is approximated by holding R at a finite value for 1 month, and zero for the duration of the simulation. (Note that the magnitude of the first month value is arbitrary, as G is afterward normalized such that f• Grit-1.) The forcing region varies somewhat from model to model, depending on particular grid spacings. For stratospheric studies the details of R are unimportant as long as it is within the troposphere, as the troposphere is wellmixed on stratospheric timescales and as nearly all air and tracer enters the stratosphere in the tropics, regardless of tropospheric origin. Hall and Plumb [1994] found in a GCM that moving a near-surface R from the tropics to midlatitudes to a good approximation introduced only a uniform offset to mean age throughout the stratosphere (about 0.7 year in their model). This insensitivity is further indicated by the near equivalence of mean age as computed from the age spectrum and from simulated SF6 (shown below), despite the very different distribution of surface boundary condition (see Table  1 ). In this model study, because our focus is the strato- In general, G is a function of both t and to (or t -to and to) separately. In this intercomparison, the month corresponding to to is January, and a different start month would yield a different result. Only for stationary transport does G depend exclusively on the elapsed time t-to. However, as we will illustrate below, seasonality of transport for these models plays only a secondary role in determining many of the annually averaged properties of G. We would get similar results if a different start month had been chosen. Therefore, from here on, we write G = G(x, t'), where t' = t-to is the elapsed time, and the separate dependence on to is suppressed. If it were our goal, however, to analyze seasonal variations in G, we would need to perform separate simulations for several source times to throughout the year. For tropospheric studies, the dependence of the age spectrum on R and to is of comparable importance to x and t-to, and a more complete version of G must be considered [Plumb and McConalogue, 1988 lag at x in the stratosphere from its tropospheric time series is F(x) [Hall and Plumb, 1994] . Annual cycles of conserved tracers (oscillations of period i year, such as those of CO2 or H20+2CH4) in the model stratospheres may also be reconstructed from G(x, t).
Relation to Other Transport Experiments
As noted above, the formulation of the age spectrum employed here has neglected explicit dependence on time, leaving only dependence on elapsed time from the January source. In the real atmosphere, transport varies seasonally and interannually, while in these models, transport varies seasonally. Thus, one may ask how faithfully the fields from explicit tracer simulations (e.g., SF6 and CO2) can be reconstructed from G(x, t), given the particular January start date. Table i which show the height-latitude distributions of F(x) for MONASH2 derived from the two techniques. In Figure  2b , the scatterplot of Figure 2a is repeated, except that the SF6 lag is for March, rather than an annual mean. The correlation is not as high due to seasonal motions of the mean age isopleths, which cannot be reproduced from the age spectrum for the single value to of January. These isopleth motions can be seen in Figures 3a  through 3d , the zonal-mean mean age from MONASH2 for January, April, July, and October. The other models show similar relationships between mean age derived from SF6 and the age spectrum [Park et al., 1999] .
We have also compared the reconstruction of a sinusoid using G(x,t) with the actual sin and cos runs defined in Table 1 . The amplitude A(x) and phase lag time r•o(x) from the sin and cos runs and as reconstructed from G(x, t) are plotted as tropical profiles in Figure 4 for the AER model. Other models display similar behavior [Park et al., 1999] . There are small differences between the reconstructed profiles and those from the explicit sin and cos simulations, as seasonality of transport cannot be reproduced from G(x, t) for a single to. However, we will show that the differences are smaller than the spread among models and also smaller than the model-observation differences.
We conclude that age spectral reconstructions of the model tracers may be compared to appropriate annual mean observations, even though the age spectra have not been determined as a function of source time to.
Global Mean Age

Observations
There are no global observations of tracers throughout the stratosphere from which mean age can be directly inferred. Thus we do not as yet know the complete mean age distribution in the atmosphere. However, there is a growing body of observations that, taken together, form a picture of mean age in the lower stratosphere and a partial picture in the middle stratosphere. Imperfect knowledge of the time history of a tracer at the tropical tropopause introduces uncertainty in the inferred mean age. The extent to which these effects are responsible for the differences seen in Figure . 5 between CO2-and SFe-inferred mean age is unknown and is an interesting and important question that will be addressed in future analyses of observations. Finally, there is uncertainty in the annual and interannual mean age variability in the middle stratosphere that can only be reduced with additional observations. However, as will be discussed below, outside of the polar vortex the observational mean age uncertainty is smaller than the spread among models, and all observations indicate mean ages higher than values simulated by nearly all models. For the purpose of evaluating most of these stratospheric models, agreement among different mean age observations is sufficient.
From the extensive set of measurements, we can make the following general observations about the global I' distribution, many of iYhich are illustrated in 
Model Measurement Comparison
Figures 6 and 7, which display the mean age distribution for each MM2 model, indicate a wide range of model performance. In the tropics at 40 km, I' ranges from under 2 years (UIUC-3D, GSFC-2Dint, and models using DAO winds) to over 5 years (UCI23). Although all models show the effects of upwelling in the tropics, producing the characteristic isopleths of long-lived tracers of tropospheric origin, the tropicalextratropical gradients vary widely. Vertical age gradients at high latitudes do not everywhere agree on sign. Some models have age maxima in the high-latitude lower stratosphere, which is not observed, except in Mixing of extratropical air into the tropics also increases the mean age throughout the stratosphere by allowing more air to recirculate before exiting the stratosphere. In Figure 9 the no-pipe model has the oldest air overall. Thus increased mixing would seem advantageous, as most MM2 models are too young overall.
However, additional extratropical air in the tropics can have the detrimental effects of (1) 
Comparison With Other Long-Lived
Tracers
The preceding discussion has shown that there is a large variation in the simulated mean ages between models and that the simulated mean ages generally differ greatly from observations. Similar variations can also be seen in simulations of long-lived tracers that are photochemically active in the stratosphere, although the magnitude of the differences is reduced, particularly for gases of tropospheric origin. Figure 13 shows the annual-mean, zonal-mean N20 for six models. There is significant variation in N20 between models, both in isopleth shape and magnitude, albeit the magnitude variation is much less than that of mean age. Mean age, N20, and Clu are correlated because the longer air spends in the stratosphere, the greater its age, the less its N20 via photolysis, and the greater its Clu via production by CFC photolysis. (NOy is somewhat more complicated because it has lower stratospheric source and upper stratospheric sink, but the correlation still holds in the lower stratosphere.) However, the correlation with mean age is not perfect. To understand why, consider a lower stratospheric air parcel comprising a small fraction of old air that has spent considerable time at high altitudes. This old air fraction will contribute significantly to the mean age of the parcel, and the older the fraction, the greater its impact on mean age. However, such old air will have lost almost all its N20, and thus its N20 content will be insensitive to its age. Similarly, such old air will have gained nearly all the Clu possible (near complete photolytic destruction of CFCs), and thus its Cly content will be insensitive to its age. At the other extreme, a fraction of the lower stratospheric parcel that circulates exclusively in the lower stratosphere below the N20 sink or Clu production region will contribute increasingly to the mean age with increasing time spent in the lower stratosphere but will not have lost any N20 or have gained any Clu. Figure 16b shows that most models propagate the annual cycle too rapidly in the vertical, while Figure  5b shows that most models significantly underestimate tropical mean age. In Figure 16a depends on the particular advection scheme and resolution employed by the model. We have not systematically tested the schemes employed by MM2 models, a study which would be valuable. However, onedimensional tests show that the second-order moments scheme [Prather, 1986] 
Model-Measurement Comparisons
Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper we have reported on simulations from a large set of stratospheric models of the mean age and propagating cycles due to periodic variations of conserved tracers at the tropopause. It is important to appreciate that many components of transport, such as advection by the residual circulation and mixing of extratropical air into the tropics, are highly coupled. The coupling is dynamical for models that compute the circulation in a self-consistent way. However, even for models that prescribe the components explicitly, their effects on tracers are coupled. For example, we have seen that slowing the residual circulation and enhancing the mixing of extratropical air into the tropics both increase mean age. Although increasing mean age is clearly desirable in models in light of the observations, changing either of these transport components independently (which may not even be possible in dynamically self-consistent models) could have detrimental effects on the shape of mean age contours. A tropical region that is uniformly less isolated in the lower and middle stratosphere would, for most MM2 models, cause the shape of mean age contours to be "flatter" in the extratropics and thus more unrealistic than they already are. Mean age highlights the limits of our ability to model global stratospheric transport. Most of the models in MM2 are found wanting in several respects, when compared to observations. The path toward more realistic simulation of transport is not obvious, but is seems clear that continuing sensitivity studies to various aspects of model formulation in two and three-dimensions are necessary.
